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Abstract— The Internet is a global, common and self-

sufficient structure available to billions of people around the 

world. Huge amount of data is stored in a structured format. 

When the user looks for data in the search engine, it returns 

huge volume of relevant and irrelevant data. The returned 

queries are arranged with the help of certain parameters, 

wherein number of visits being one of them. Due to this, the 

new sites having higher relevancy, but less number of visits 

suffer and hence are ranked low. This is referred as cold start 

problem. To overcome this problem, we propose a two-stage 

Smart Crawler, to extract the relevant data from the Invisible 

Web. This module returns seed sites from the site database. 

In the first stage, this framework performs a ‘reverse lookup’ 

that matches the users’ query with URL. In the second stage, 

the ‘prioritization of incremental sites’ is performed as per the 

content of the query. The returned links are classified as 

relevant and irrelevant links, and high ranked links are shown 

on the results page. Our proposed model efficiently returns 

deep web interfaces from a pool of sites and achieves better 

results than other crawlers, as well as eliminates the cold start 

problem by returning only relevant data. To achieve 

performance, we design ‘custom search’ where the user gets 

data based on their profession. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The current environment is the Internet. The Internet brings 

the information at our doorstep opening before us what is 

known as ‘Information Superhighway’ at the click of a 

button.  Any kind of content is available on the Internet. The 

Internet is majorly categorized into Surface Web and Deep 

Web. We usually work on Surface Web as the traditional 

crawler cannot browse through deep web pages. An efficient 

web spider is needed that can precisely and instantaneously 

scan deep web databases as it accounts for 96% of the content 

on the Internet (550 times the Surface Web). It is tedious to 

find deep web pages, since they are not recorded in any search 

engine; they are usually distributed in a dynamic and a 

scattered way. To eradicate this problem, the previous work 

proposed two types of Crawlers viz; Generic Crawler and 

Targeted Crawler. Generic Crawler searches all search forms 

and fails to concentrate on a specific subject. Targeted 

Crawler such as the Form Focused Crawler (FFC) and the 

Adaptive Crawler for hidden inputs does not require manual 

searching the online databases for a specific subject. This is 

done automatically. The main challenges in deep web pages 

are efficiency, quality and coverage. We propose a powerful 

deep harvesting system, called ‘Smart Crawler’, to obtain 

large coverage and high efficiency for a Targeted Crawler, 

and proposing a new two-stage mechanism to overcome the 

problem of finding invisible resources and proposing 

adaptive learning algorithm that selects features online and 

utilize them to spontaneously create link ranges. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) With sudden development in the deep web, there has 

been increase in the interests in techniques which are 

helping constructively to locate deep-web interfaces. 

Nevertheless, gaining wide coverage and high efficiency 

has become a demanding issue due to the huge volume 

of web resources and the changing behavior of deep web. 

Author has proposed a two-phase framework called as 

Smart Crawler, for harvesting deep web interfaces 

efficiently. In the first phase, Smart Crawler searches for 

site-based Centre pages by taking help from search 

engines, neglecting the visits to massive pages. To attain 

more precise results for a focused crawl, Smart Crawler 

ranks websites to itemize highly relevant ones for a given 

subject. In the second phase, fast in-site searching by 

finding the most appropriate links with an adaptive link-

ranking is performed by Smart Crawler. To eradicate 

bias on visiting some highly relevant links in hidden web 

containers, a link tree data structure to gain wider 

coverage for a website has been designed. 

2) With technological stride in web technologies, maximum 

amount of information on the Web is stored in web pages 

which are generated dynamically.  Out of different kinds 

of web dynamism, the scenario of generation of web 

pages as a result of submitted queries through search web 

forms which are readily available online is the most 

important case. These pages are embedded inside the 

portion of Web called as ‘Deep Web’. The current 

approximations of the deep web are arbitrarily dependent 

on the analysis of English deep web sites. The basic 

parameters of other than English section of the Deep 

Web were not examined earlier. Hence, currently known 

attributes of the Deep Web may be biased, specifically 

retained by an invariable growth in non-English web 

content. In this paper, author has   surveyed one specific 

national domain which comprised of dynamic web pages 

present in the Deep Web. The assessment of the national 

Deep Web is carried out by making use of sampling 

techniques proposed. 

3) A web crawler is accountable for locating and 

downloading new pages on the Web as well as refreshing 

recently downloaded pages. During these functioning 

large number of HTTP requests are issued by the crawler 

to the web servers. These requests increase the energy 

consumption and carbon footmark of the web servers 

since while serving the requests computational resources 

are used. In this work, author has introduced the problem 

of green web crawling, where the aim is to formulate a 

page freshen policy that reduces the total staleness of 

pages in the container of a web crawler, subject to a 

constraint on the quantity of release of carbon due to the 
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operation on web servers. For the case of one web server 

and one crawling thread, the best policy seems to be a 

greedy one. At every iteration, the page to be refreshed 

is chosen supported a metric that considers the page’s 

staleness, its size, and the greenness of the energy 

consumed at the web server premises. We then extend 

the best policy to the cases of (i) many servers, (ii) 

multiple threads, and (iii) pages with variable freshness 

necessities. We conduct simulations on a true 

information that involves a large web server collection 

hosting around two billion pages. Experimental results 

for the optimal page refresh policy as well as for various 

additional information, to study the impact of different 

factors on performance are analyzed. 

4) The techniques for crawling web applications have 

proven futile in tracking the Rich Internet Applications 

(RIA).Applications that run only on the server side are 

referred to as Rich Internet Applications. The inability to 

trace the RIA’s must be tackled to ensure that these 

applications are tested and indexed by the search 

engines.  A new methodology, called "model-based 

monitoring", is presented in this paper which is useful for 

designing efficient monitoring strategies for the RIA. 

The model-based tracking strategy is illustrated with an 

example, called the "hypercube strategy".  

5) A Model system has been described by the author that is 

very effective in tracking the deep web sites and their 

entities. Techniques adapted to address important sub 

problems, including query generation, filtering of blank 

pages and deduplication of URLs in the context of site-

specific sites have been proposed. These strategies focus 

on sites based on structured entities as opposed to text 

documents. 

6) A very important factor in the process of decision 

making is complete access to information present in 

different domains. So, it is essential to broaden the 

coverage of content useful to decision makers. In an 

environment so thirsty for information, access to all 

sources of information is considered of great value. In 

today’s fast paced world where no one has time to go 

through books all we do to gather information is go 

through the popular search engines like Google, yahoo 

etc. These engines are incapable of accessing all the data 

on the internet. Data behind the web search forms is also 

omitted by them. These pages that cannot be indexed by 

the general search engines are referred to as deep web 

pages, which constitute the majority part of the web. The 

data accessible to the traditional search engines, known 

as superficial web is just a very small portion of the large 

amount of data present on the web. Interfaces in the deep 

web can be used to refer to this information, but it is a 

very difficult and time taking task. Sometimes it is even 

impossible to cover all sources of relevant data on the 

web 

7) Detailed description of the key technologies needed to 

create best quality integrated query interfaces has been 

proposed in this paper. It is very important for us to be 

able to access the data in these sources. There are two 

methods for the same. First we can extract the content 

from the deep web sources and then index them in the 

search engines. Second is to integrate searching 

techniques to these interfaces. An integrated query 

interface can be created for each domain using these 

technologies. All the sources of the domain in question 

can be searched by interfaces acting as mediators. The 

web consists of huge amount of query interfaces and for 

most of them their content can be accessed through their 

own interfaces. 

8) A dataset made accessible by an individual or an 

organization on the web by allowing issuing of queries 

through a search interface is known as a hidden database. 

This problem is overcome by providing algorithms to 

extract all data from the database.  Even in worst case the 

proposed algorithm are efficient to an extent, i.e. they 

perform small number of queries for completing a task. 

The asymptotic optimality can be confirmed 

theoretically, i.e. their efficiency can be increased only 

up to a constant factor. The characteristic of the 

underlying problem can be understood using the 

derivation of our upper and lower limit. 

9) The search engines have a tedious task of getting high 

quality results from searchable databases. Deep web 

searching is a process involving two steps first to find 

high quality source material and then classify the data 

found in them. The methods used at present prove 

ineffective when it comes to the deep web, they exhibit 

mainly two flaws. First of all, they don’t care about the 

appropriateness of the result. Secondly, the importance 

of high quality sources is not considered. For both deep 

web and open collections these two points must be kept 

in mind. Based upon the results received from all the 

queries we assess the quality of the underlying sources. 

To evaluate the quality of the source, we calculate the 

agreement between the sources when the agreement of 

the answers is returned. While computing the agreement, 

the collusions are measured.  

10) The part of the Web that consists of Web pages full of 

information from innumerable online databases, is 

relatively undiscovered so far is called as the Deep Web. 

Even its basic characteristics, such as the number of 

databases searchable on the Web, are questionable, 

author has addressed the problem of accurate estimation 

of the Deep Web by sampling a national Web domain. 

Existing approaches to distinguish the Deep Web are 

based on two methods initially applied to common Web 

polls, they are overlap analysis and IP addresses random 

sampling. 

11) A very important document for the information retrieval 

re-search is to combine and search the deep web sources 

which are highly structured. Source selection is one of 

the problems that arises. It means trying to find a 

dependable source to answer a query. Earlier the problem 

was approached completely based on the query to find 

how good a source actually is. The assessment based on 

completely query similarity can be easily tampered by 

the counter owner. The large number and out of control 

nature of the sources in the deep web, leads to variability 

among the sources. Thus source rank, a measure derived 

from the amount of agreement between the results 

returned by different sources. It plays role similar to 

Page-Rank but for data sources. It has been observed that 

source rank improves the number of relevant sources 
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selected compared to the previous methods. In addition 

to this, if we combine it with Google Product search 

ranking then the quality of search is automatically 

improved. 

12) The author aims at a more precise estimate of the main 

parameters of the Deep Web by sampling a national web 

domain. In this paper author has proposed the host-IP 

cluster sampling technique that addresses the 

disadvantages of existing approaches to characterize the 

deep Web and reports our results based on the Russian 

web survey. Estimates obtained together with the 

proposed sampling method could be useful for further 

study to manage data in the deep Web. 

13) Thousands of databases access Deep Web on the web by 

means of search interfaces. Although comparably 

authentic methodologies have been schemed for 

consulting the content on the web database, the location 

of most search interfaces cannot be fully utilized. 

Therefore, the automatic assimilation of search 

interfaces in online databases is required for any 

application which makes use of the Deep Web. In this 

paper, Author has described a new term called ‘I-

Crawler’ (Intelligent Crawler). I-Crawler is a system for 

finding and discovering search interfaces.  It is designed 

to be used in the characterization of deep web surveys 

and for building directories of deep web resources. 

14) Previously, it is found that there has been increase in the 

interest in the retrieval as well as integration of data in 

hidden web with an opinion to grip high-quality 

information available in online databases. Although 

previous works have put forth several aspects of 

particular integration which include matching form 

schemata and automatically filling out forms, the 

problem of locating relevant information sources has 

been mostly unnoticed. When the nature of the Web 

changes dynamically wherein the data sources change 

consistently, it is essential to discover these resources 

automatically. However, taking the number of 

documents on the Web into consideration (Google 

already indexes over Eight billion documents), finding 

tens, hundreds or thousands of forms in an automated 

manner which are highly relevant to the integrating task 

is similar to finding needle in a packed pile of hay. Since 

the vocabulary and the forms structure for a particular 

domain are not known until the actual forms are found, 

it is difficult to define what to be looked for. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing system, it is difficult to find deep web databases, 

since they are not recorded in any search engine; they are 

usually distributed in a scattered and constantly changing 

way. To overcome this issue, the previous work proposed two 

types of Crawlers: Generic crawlers and Targeted Crawlers 

I.e. Form Focused Crawler (FFC). 

A. Crawlers 

Makes use of Incremental Site Prioritizing which calculates 

out of site link of pages and accordingly classifies pages as 

relevant and displays it to the user which often takes more 

time to execute. 

B. Generic Crawlers 

This system does not concentrate on specific subject. 

C. Form Focused Crawler 

Users are not allowed to perform personalized web search 

based on their profession and doesn’t produce pre-query 

result. 

D. Disadvantages 

 Deep-web interfaces. 

 Challenging issue regarding to achieve big efficiency 

and achieving large coverage. 

 Cold start problem occurs. 

 Return irrelevant data. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture of Smart Crawler 

A. System Overview 

To obtain the deep-awaited Web user data sources, Smart 

Crawler is developed in Reverse Lookup and Incremental 

Site Priorities. The first phase of the ‘site location’ draws the 

most appropriate site for a given subject and then the second 

phase of exploration on the site identifies the site search 

forms. The site location phase begins with an initial series of 

sites in-site storage. Seed sites are applicant sites provided to 

Smart Crawler to begin indexing, which starts by bellowing 

the URLs of selected seed sites to parse other pages and other 

domains. The seed search engine obtains seed and then 

performs a reverse lookup to match the user's query words in 

the URL, and then we will categorize the relevant and 

irrelevant links. Therefore, in prioritizing incremental sites, 

we are comparing the content of the query in the form, 

depending on the query-matching we are about to classify 

them as relevant and irrelevant. Hence, the page ranking is 

accomplished, and high-level results are displayed on the 

results page. Domain classification is performed to show the 
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user from which domain the links were obtained. We 

customize the search depending on the user's profile, so it's 

easy to get accurate results for the user. In the output of the 

previous consultation, the user's customized results are 

displayed after placing the focus in the find box. 

B. Advantages 

 Gives pre-query and post-query result. 

 Reverse lookup and Incremental-site prioritizing these 

crawling strategies is used. 

 Overcome Deep-web interfaces issues. 

 Achieving large coverage and big efficiency result. 

 User can perform Personalize search. 

 Maintain Log Files. 

 Remove cold start problem. 

 Return relevant data. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we design an efficient collection structure for 

deep web interfaces, Smart Crawler. Our proposed work 

displays a wide coverage of deep web interfaces and 

maintains large efficient monitoring. Smart Crawler is a 

Targeted Crawler having two phases: Reverse Search and 

Incremental Site Prioritization. The classification helps to 

obtain relevant results. User can perform personalize search 

according to user profession. To reduce time for search 

results our system maintains log file as well as Pre-query and 

Post-query results are displayed. Our system aims to 

eliminate cold start problem and return only relevant data to 

the user.  
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